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A discue:;tmi -Of lht special wnsideratii:ins inool!Jed in tAt reception Qj a 
rtld'it) signal r.u a point amipvdal to Ou frBfl.fmifter. 

Probably ev~one is acquainted with "whispering galleries!' These 
are rooms whieh after construction (sometimes deliberately, sometime11 
accidentally) focus sound waves originating at some particular a(1urce 
to a second point. Many of thet1e are wen known. There is one:, tor 
instance, in lhe old State Capitol of Maryland in Annapolis; another 
in the U, S. Capitol, in Washington; and another in the Louvre in 
Patil'l, Probably the one best known in this country is that found in 
Statuary Hall in the ofd Houae of Representatives in Washington. 
'fhe ettiptical room, whose walls art' fairly good reflectors for $0Und 

energy, has two loci, and a whl&per at one is clearly audible at the 
other. However, !:!hould the speaker move even a foot from the focWl 
and then shout, h1ti voice will !ail to carry and will not be heard at 
the other focus. 

Something similar. nf course, ean be coniJtrueted for any type or 
wave motion_ Signals radiating from one focus would converge at 
the second with but s:maU attenuation. 

In this connection it should be noted that natural whiapering gal-
1erk>s are already 111 existence. One sueh gallery exist.& in principle 
for radio waves propagating between the ionosphere and the earth. 
The two foci are {a) the transmitter location itself, and (b} its antipode. 

Although the actual ea.~ for the earth and its ionosphere is some
what complicated, the eonditlons may be idealized a.s shown in Fig. L 
This diagram illustrates two concentric spheres, the inner one corre
sponding to tht" earth and the outer one to the ionic layer which re
flects the radio wave in question, The outer surface qf the inner 
sphere and the inner surface of the outer sphere will be i;<iken as per
fe-ct s~ular reflectors. To simplify the treatment, the wav~length, 
>., of th(" electromagnetic wave will be coraidered as much smaller than 
the separation of the spheres, t; i. e,, ), c:r:. 

The latter condition holds tor both the HF and VHF bands. For 
l;!-Xample, the ionic layer allowing reffection may be the E, Fl or F2, 
which have altitudes of attproximately 100 km, 200 km, and 300 km, 
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respectively. \\'hen the wavelength is less than 1000 mete?'!, the con
dition A « z holds1 and my tracing is valid. 
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Figure 1 represenbl a meridional crosa·!\eetion through the spheres, 
containing the eenter of the sphere!'!, the radiator T, and the antipodal 
point R. Two rays are illustrated, both or which are re-Cocussed at 
the sourte T after one tran>:iit around the Inner sphere. The ray which 
oomplet.es thii> tl"an!Lit in an odd number of hops i:;; reflected from the 
-Outer :-rphere at the antipodal dis;tal\ce, while the ray making an ~vep 
number of hops, intersects the true anlipode of the souree. 

Radio wa'lel! of the tatt.er typt: are oi great poWltial inrerest. They 
must satisfy the relationship 

(1) 

where m '" the number of hops to Lhe antipode, and a: is the central 
angle (at the center of the sphe~) suh~ded by one hop. Obviously 
m must be a whole number, 

It should be realized that Fig. 1 illustrates a cros.s-aection through 
the spheres in one p.lane only. The same conditions occur in aH planes 
pa;;;;ing through T and J{, Thus the signal strength at th~ receiver is 
t,he int.en:iity of all rays integrated through an azimuth ot 360*, arriv
ing a.t R. In the ideal case, thi11 lnt.enllity is appreciable, and allows a 
clear, unambiguoU!-. interpr¥t.ation or tht! signals radlaled at the source. 

Some comments may be made about those hops whe~ 

ma= 2..-, 12) 

m being integral. (This condition includes not only th0&e caseH where 
rays are foeu~ at the ground antipode, but also those where they are 
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rocus&OO at the ioMSpheric antipode. Jn either event the :rays age.in 
pa.sa through the source of radiation, 'f, after one transit around the 
earth.) \Vhen Equation (2l i3: sati.3fied. the reflections mi. mb etc., at 
the inner sphere are termed mullipk image poiftts. 

At the multiple image locations, rays arrive only along the great 
cirele path containing both the ~vtt and the source, some being 
propagated along the short 3egment and others along th~ long segment 
of this path, 

In the ideal ca.se oonsidered above, the time difference, At, between 
the arrival time or (a} the short-segment and (b) the king~t 
Mlf! is constant along the :smaU circles containing the loci of all points 
mi. m" etc., respectively {see Flg. 2). Each of the smaU circles is 

Fig. 2. 

eente?'OO on the axis T-R. For one global transit, the time separation, 
.&t. attains its maximum at T and its mlnimwn at R. At T, &t ""' 
t, ~ #4 - ti. tar the short-&egment wave arrives at. time t1 .. 0 aeconda, 
and the long-segment ray arrives at t """ ti, the time required ror one 
ttamit around the sphere. At the antiPode R. the geometrical short
and long"*gment paths: become equal. whence the time diftet'!!OCt) t 
- t; - t • .,. o. 

The time required fo:r HF radio waves to make one t:n.nsit around 
the globe ha.s been measured oo a great number of~ and {ou.nd 
to be fairly constant at' .,. 0.13788 seconds. The transit ia made via 
a mu.ltihop propagation betwt:en the ionoaphere and earth, a..'i in the 
ideal ea..~ portrayed i:n Fig. 1. 

The magnitlJde or the time separation between the long~ and abort· 
segment paths provides some indication of the fading expected at dif
rerent locations. Severe fading would result wh&n the two waves ar
rive sufficiently out of phase to produce destructive interfere~. with 
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markedly distorted signals. Thus the least interference betWJ?(;n the 
two signals may be found at the sites T and R. (The fading which 
occurs because of interference between the ordinary and extraordinary 
rays, latw'al raflectlons lo th~ n;ceiver, and polarization, will not be 
OOMtdered here.) 

Maximum fading between t.he signals of the lpng-and shc;rt..segment 
paths probably may he eii:pected at fif$t-h,op distance> from the anti· 
pode, where the time separatmn, At, is small, and the signal intensities 
are approximately equal. Appnriable fa.ding would not be expect.t>d 
at the antipodv, sine\: all geometric path$ trom Tare equal. In practice, 
howe;-'er, the electrical paths to the antipode are ol different Tengtbs 
for different rays, because of dilferent!es in the d~le('tric con.wt.ant, the 
presence of ionospheric discontinuities, diftereneei; between day and 
night paths, and so on. 

Several interesting aspects of the ideal model may be noted. With 
two perfect, concentric:, spherical reflecto1"3, energy radinted from a 
source T ii.I reft~ted indefinitely without 10$$. ThW!, the entire volume 
between the two spheres may become. unifonnly filled with th€ radiated 
energy, which is confined without l0$$ between the two spheres. 

It should be not.e<I that in Fig. 1, only one ray path was shown in 
the T-mt-mrR plane. However, a number of rays ma.y propagate 
from T to R provided an integral number of reflections takes place 
with each. For example, as.,ume that Equation {1) is satisfied. H 
the cent.rat angle il!. now halved, the number o( hops is d®bled and, in 
w;neral, ma = 2m(a/2) - , .. = {m n} (a/11') = ,.., When no energy 
is lQSt or dissipated by the spherical reflect.on, emiMions at any fre
quency in the elec:Lromagntttic spectrum, radiated at angles sathl!ying 
Equation (3), arrive at the source T after one splwJieal transit. Any 
~Y not at'T'iving at Tat the firnt tran.~it ¥;.'ill arrive there (approximately, 
if not exactly} at some later time. 

As perfect specular reflectors are non-exi.sWnt. the energy loss arising 
from mu!tipl€ reflecl.~ns within the two concentric refl.ectur!:l .<1hould be 
examined. lf the M'lectance at each reflection PQint is r, the fin.al 
inWnsity is given by 

I = t, (tl"' 

where I is the final intensity; ! 0 , the initial intensity, and m the num
ber of reflections since emission. An indiea.tion of the decrease in 
in~nsily roc various values or tefleetance and after a given number of 
reflections i.s given in Table L 
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The aetua\ ionosphere and earth depart f:rom the a.implifi.ed model 
described above. Although any partfoular ionic layer is not spherical. 
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TABLE l 

Effectlwi ReiU!ctivity Artar Mu.ltipt. ~· 

Rtjettuit¥ 
--·-

r .. OJl " - o.9 " - 0.95 

I ..... ..... 
• .... , 0,690 

•• O.l07 D.349 

! I 
" 0J)81i2 ..... 
20 

I 
0.1)115 0.122 I 

I 
.. 0.0088 o:.tn2 .. 0.0012 0.6'2 .. .. .... i 0.025 

" O.OOOi I 0.016 

* R~1 .. r", where: Ro11 • effa"tiv& ren.ctlviW 
f' - ~fteetivity 

" - number of re~ 

Q,900 

0.774 

..... 
0.465 

.~ .. 
o.m 
{1,215 

11.166 

0.1112. 

' -.... I 
: 

O.lltll 

! 0.911 

i 
ti.tot 

..... 
0.811 

0.178 

0.740 

..,.. 
0.169 

lts average ~parture from sph~ity (about 50 km in a radil.UI of 6550 
km) is about 0,7 per cent!« the E, Fl and F2 regioJia. The ion!e SW'• 

face contains height. deruiity and sic.pe diseontinuiti~ specially acros.a 
the sunrisc"11unset iine, in the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator and 
in polar regions. A Wope discontinuity, by ehang'in( the angle or lncl
denee. aod reflection, will direct a ray a.way from an expected multiple 
image point, m1, 

Another diserepariey which may be important ror antipodal radio 
wave propagation on the earth i!l the very low electron ooncentn..tion 
existing in the winter polar ionosphere. Near the winter pole direct 
sunitght is abaent fM" some months even at ionospheric a.ltitudta. 
Cnder these conditiona the electron deMity fall.I.I t.o low values, and 
the critieal fn?Quencies of the E- and F ~layers become rather small. 
The outer sphere ot the ideal model (Fig. 1) then contains a "circular 
hole" through whtch HF ni.diation may escape into &pace. The rtldius 
of the mming spherical zone on the eart.h ls about 15° and represents 
about 2 per cent of the area ot the ionosphete, 
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The effect of the ionospheric hole may be visualized from Fig. 3. 
With the outer sphere essentiaHy missing within the winter polar circle, 
radio waV€:s transmitted at the winter Pole would escape directly into 
space. No ionospheric reflections would be possible, and the waves 
could be ~ived only within tbe ground-wave, radio line-of-sight, 

,,._ l. 

and diffraction Ngiona. Tan~nt HF rays from the transmitter would 
not enCTJuntf'l' a rvfl~tive ionic layer. For a transmitter at the winter 
pole, transmitted HF energy can escape into space. 

l t should be noted that by the reverae or this mecban~-m, extra" 
terrestrial t--missions either from natural or satellite transmitters may 
be channelled to the antipodal receiver. 

If the transmitter were at tbe summer pole and the receiver at the 
winter pole, somewhat similar oonditi-Ons would exist. [n this case, 
all energy transmitted at an appropriate frequency could be succes
sively reflected by multihop as. the wave was propagated towards the 
winter pole. Near this pole, however, the lack of a reflecting region 
for HF radio waves would permit the energy to escape into space 
instead of being returned to the earth at the pole itself (see Fig. 3). 
lt sh.ould be OQted that the further the location of the transmitter 
and reeeiver from the winter pole, the smaller the fraction of energy 
escaping by this meclianism. 

The preceding example ~presents an extreme. !\<lost transmitters 
on earth art at eonslderable diAtanoog from the geograi>hic poles. Thus, 
whi!e tlli? peculiarities of tOO polar ionosphere present some probiems. 
they ma.y not pose a majar obstacle in antipodal propagation. While 
the winter polar ionmphere represents a hole in th!! HF reflector, the 
high latitud~ Ionosphere during the eQuinoxes ~nt.s absorption pro~ 
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lems. If equinoctial absorption occt1rs simultaneously in both polar 
regions, spring and (all may offer the gft!9.test difficulty to antipodal 
propagation. Tn general, however, if a sufficient number or rays are 
directed to the a.ntipode1 adequate reception will be pOMible. 

It should be recognized that with the ideal tnodel, radiation at all 
wavelengths may be reflected. ln practice, however, the nonnal 
diurnal variation of the ionosphere will limit the effici@nt.Y of propaga
tion Q( different frequencies. 1'hese limitations arise rrom the daily 
variations in the electron concentration and in the altitude of the 
maximum electron density. tn operating prae.tlce th~ variations may 
be roughly interpreted in tenns of changes in the maximum and lowest 
usable frequencies, :respectively. [( at any particular ionospheric ~ 
fraction point the opcr-dting trequeney cxeceds the local penetration 
frequency, a portion of the wave e~ escapes, Similarly with ab
sorption: i! th« opera.ting frequ«ncy irs locally ab&lrbed, a portion o! 
the wave em:rgy is k'8t. I< ror the entire path suffieient energy pene
tr&tft the layers, the MUF is exceeded and the possibility of reception 
of the radiated energy is greatly reduced. Likewise, il for the entire 
path absorption is appreeiable, the LUF has not been exceeded and 
reception of the radiated energy again becomes difficult. 

fn general, the iooospbere is inhomogeneous and anisotropic, both 
with respect to space and time. fts electron density at some locations 
or on some oeca&ions may be low enough to allow energy from the 
incident ray to escape, either partially or completel;•, or to be absorbed. 
Whether this conditiion wiU Mgate successiul antipodal propagation 
depends upon the fraction (If ener:gy lost or abf!orbed. Ultimately, of 
course, the occurrene9 of favorable periods is a function of season, 
time of day and portion of the solar cycle. 

The inltial model conaidere<l two concentric apecular reflectors. 
For very low frequencies, where reflection may be considered to occur 
at the lower boundary of the E layer, this model probably describes 
aetua[ propagation conditions. The outer reflector appears sufficiently 
s:ml)Oth and regular everywhere except in the. winter polar region. 
Thu11, with VLF and LF, antipodal propagation possibilities are prob
ably good throughout the 24~hour period, and during both winter 
and summer. 

Consider a second model where the reflectivity oC one hemisphere ot 
the outer sphere differs from that of the other. The latter case better 
approximates the true charaeteristics of the earth and the ionosphere, 
where the day and night ionospheres have somewhat different proper
ties. 

This ease applies more aptly to HF propap.tion where hemispheres 
having distinct .rot\ecUvities mu.st be carefully cotWderect The iono
!!,pheric layers in the illuminated and the dark hemisphere differ not 
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only in electron density but in altitude. Tn general, a variety of ab· 
nonnalities in reftectivity occur, caused by: different ionic densities; 
abnormalities such as sporadic E, trans-equatorial F, and auroral ioni~ 
zation; different layer altitudes; different refracti.vity gradients; layer 
tilts; and w on. 

ThU$, for HF, the height of thf.' reflector (external sphere) is diff~nt 
over the day and night hemispheres. while the twilight ionosphere may 
be considered as a trnnsition zone betwm:n the two, with the result 
that the antipode for HP may not be a true optical focus, but rather 
an aberrution. 

Nonethelea.s, and ln spite or these many potential difficulties;, a num
ber of isolated t>xamples indicate that an antipode focus exists mueh 
more frequently than commonly thought. The potential of antipodal 
propagation for oommunlcation purposes is such as to warr.lnt further 
investigation. 

ROUl>'tl-TllLWUllll.U $IGNA.L'> 

A fair number oI studies have been made on "round.the-world" 
propagation. "J'hcse inve?.tigations were made on a compnrioon of 
the long- and short~ent great circle path signals emanating frorn 
a given transmitter. 

lniti.a.I investigation by Quaek (1926), Quaek and Morgel (1926, 
1927, 1929), Eckersley (1927) and Taylor and Young (1928) were de~ 
voted mainly to determining the time interval, l, elapsing between 
Lhe reception of the short~ and long--segrnent radiations. The resulL" 
indicated discrepancies in ill exceeding 5 per cent However, careful 
examinations with more refined equipment later indicated that At had 
a constancy within OJ)()4 !!eeonds (Hess, 1948, 1949). 

The early e11periments prompted 1ton Schmidt to undertake (1934~ 
1986! a theoretical analysis of propagation ln the spherical shell ':'xist.ing 
between two concentric spheres. He formulated the sliding-wave 
hypothesis of lonoepherie propagation to clarify the observations. rn 
von Schmidt's (1936) sliding-wave theory, the transmitted wave propa¥ 
gates along the lower . boundary of an ionospherie limiting ~UTflU'..c. 

Jur;t ws a ground wave tmvels with constant velocity along the ground, 
the ~liding wave was. assumed lo ttavei as a surface wave along the 
lower surlace of the ionospherf". This wave radiated continuously, 
and at a definite angle, rrom the ionosphere lo the earth. 

Von &hmidt's theory was in contrast to the mult1pJe-reMeetion 
theory wtuch ultimately superseded it (Hamburger and Rawer, 1947~ 
La~n. 1948), Tiw latter merely represented a multihop path be~ 
tween the ionosphere and earth as shown \n Fig. 1. While both the
ories were current, a serie9 of practiee observations was initiated in 
Germany to determine which hypothesis could best clarify the ob-
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servahons. Tht! investigations provided very accurate values or til. 
From these measurements, it was found that the di.stance betwee-n 
the transmitter and receiver could be obtained with accuracies o! 
.±26 km, provided that the separation between transmitter and re~ 

ceivcr was at least 1000 km. The reconJings also confirmed earlier 
results which indicated that HF signals could be detected at very 
distant receivers. 

In the eourse of the observation, it was discovered that in addition 
to the !thort..gegment and long-~t tranarniS3ions, signals which 
had made more than ooe transit .an:rund the earth were detectable. 
Several instances were found where 4ignals were receiv~ a!ter a third 
or fourth transit around the globe. 

An indication of the size Qf the antipodal observation area bas: been 
glwn by various researchers. Whales (l956l j)nldicte<I that th< anti
podal area eoutd have a radius of about 500 km centered on the anti
podal pcint. His conclusions were baseti on angle-of--arrival measure
ments. ft wu assumed that the iom:J$~ a.eta as a diffuee reftector, 
and that .impinging ra.y.s may be deviated by angles of up to 0.6", per 
mfteetlon. R()und (1925) considered that antipodal signals shooJd be 
received within a radiua of about 1000 km from the antipode; however, 
the re.sult:.s do not confirm the existence of such a large area, Guierre 
(1920) tound the.t ror very ~ow frequencies signal strengths decrease 
at about 1000 km Crom the antipode. 

Guierre studied field inten.11ities of radio waves, radiated from Lyon, 
at the antipodal point near Chatham IBln.nd. Day and night lntensi~ 
ties were practically identical. One test indicated that when the Lyon 
tr.insmitter was received strongly at the antiPQde, a diminution in 
signal strength was obserwd up to about 800 km !rom the antipodal 
point. On another occasion ;., second intensity maximum was ob
served about 600 km fTQm the antipode, while at the same time lower 
signal intensities were observed between the two aites" The effect 
may perhaps be explained as a multiple image formed one ground 
relleetion away from the antipode. 

Round and others {1920) noted that even within an area of about 
1000 km from the antipode, fading could i:Jeeoole su!Ticlently atronr to 
make the signals unintelligible. 'However, when a direction.al antenna 
"'as ~mployed, it was possible to reject the interfering signal {which 
arrived at an azimuth of close to 180111 from the stronger signal) and 
thus noticeably improve the readability. 

There are .several posslb1e mechanism.a for causing the observed 
interCerence and fading. For a non-antipodal receiver, the su~
tkin of r.Wio rays arriving irom both the short~ and long~t 
great--eircle paths can add characters and, on occasion, make the signal 
completely unintelligible, particularly with hia:h·apeed messages, 
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Antipodal reception has been obSt:'rved ispora.dic.ally. Observation 
from Pyongtaek and Chunchow, Korea, in 1957 indicated that voice 
and CW wer~ reeelvOO from Brazil and Crom naval traffic in Brazilian 
waters. Reception generally was ~ible between 03--08 and 17~24 
LS'f. ln law 1906 and l'arly 1957, test:;. at Seoul, Kt>rea showed that 
reception ot 100· to 200~meter radiations originating \n South Amerka 
was possible "every day or so!' Generally, however, the tests Wilm 

<'.onducted for rather limited time periods. 

Before discussing some general features to be expected tn antipodal 
propagation. the identific.atlon of the antipode on earth might be 
mentioned. The location of antipodal pairs may quickly be di»cernOO 
from th<> definitive relationships 8 - fJD, and ~ "" 180° - 9' .. where 

8 = latitude ("N) 
ft = longitude ("W) 
ft,. -:. antipodal latitude (es) 
9' ~ = antipodal longitude (0 E) 

In gt<nera.1, no large eontinentK seem to be antipodal, a fact which 
may account for the lrtek of l't.'portsroncerning this type of propagation. 

The hours ot ~ption ol signals from the antipode require study. 
Many reports have been prepared regarding reception ot radio waves 
over very long distances, but thf:l' etaLions studied were not strietly 
antipodal. The result& dearly indicate that radiq.-wave radiations at 
distane(...,, ol 10,000-15,000 km from the transmitter may be received 
without difficulty for about 4~6 hours daily. When the stations were 
more closely antipodal, n!('.cption was possible for 5-7 hours daily 
(Hess, 1938, 1939). Guierre (l920J ttported 2'·hour N'Ce'ption o( the 
ra<Jiated transmh."1iiorui from the antipodal point. Whether the recep
tion occurred constantly or spora.dieally throughout the day is not 
known. lt should also be noted that the antipodal image of Sputnik 
I was received on a numOOr of U'amitl!; but the satellite constitutes a 
special ea.'le, (Wetls, 1958; Manning. 1958), particularly for transmis
sions which ~urre<l 01.1t.'>kie the ionosphere. 

Whil€ fading. nt times severe, has been knoWTI for sorne time in 
reception over very kmg distan~, rew reports indicate the prooence 
of fading at W antipode. 1'~ading over long paths may arise from 
interf~renee between the short-segment and long-segment great circle 
waves at the receiver site. 

At the antipode, where th~ geometrica1 paths are equal, rading may 
be produced by variationi~ and fluctuations of the refractive indices 
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along the path. This tYPf: of fa.ding, however, would probably be 
extremely rapid, and minor in comparl$on with other propagation 
effects. Nevertheless, when e:ttrt'mely higb~speed transmissions are 
involved, or if small phase shifts are to ~ measured, the small dif~ 
ference& in eleetrical length of the variowi path!\ may be aignlficant, 
Obviously. the employment of directive antennae oriented along the 
most favorable path wlll dimini!lb or cntiNly J"emOve any potential 
interf€renCC between the daylight and darkness rays. 

Antipodal reception would not requ~ the utilization of large, e:ii:
pensive antenna&, Long wire. rhombie, and a variety of omnidi~~ 
tiona1 antennas have been utlli:t.ed for very-long-<listanee propagation 
~tudies and would be suitable for recE!ption nt the antipode. When 
fading 

0

ca,used by destructive interferencl! between the day and n.ight 
waveJ fa severe, uae of directional .antennas will usually remove the 
fading and pennit unambiguous reception of the desired signal. 

While ll?latively few results are available on antipodal propagation, 
the few ~ts which have been undertaken indicate that omnidirec
tional antenna.a at relatively simple dei;;ign alt' effective. In view of 
the paucity of data on this topic, hOwt!ver, a atudy of the eom~tive 
performance throughout the day of both omnidirtttional and d1roc
tk:inal antennas is required. 

Direction finding at very long diata.ncea tia.s been attempted on many 
occ.Miora. In genera), the results seem to be characterized by a definite 
difficulty in choosing a bearing. At a frequency ol 10 ke/e and at di&
tances or about 19,000 km f.t001 the trarusmitter, te!ftS havti indicated 
(Namba, 180 and Ueno, 1931) 1 that the bearing angle l11aC~on of 
the time or day. In this inatance ane\es tor the closely anttpod.al 
signal changed markedly with time, When the Monte Carlo traru1ro1t
ter Wall monitored at Tokyo (true bearing 90°) the DF reading showed 
an apparent arrival of the wave from the West (2700) during the 
morning. At about 1000 LST, no bearing could be measured. Later, 
the signal arrived from about 45°. The bearing tllen gtadually veered 
eastward, passing through 00° and becoming 150° at local .su~t. 
After sunset, measured DF values slowly returned t-0 the true beanng 
of 90". 

The effect may be easily explained if it is accepted that the wave 
propagated principally in the dark hemisphere. Although T-Okyo and 
~font.e Carlo ~ not strictly antipodal, the change in bearint angle 
ind~te& that the direction of the atrongest wave more or less followed 
thesun, and moved around the earth with the twiJiaht, dark, and day~ 
light 1.(lru!S. 

~·N~b;, E. ll!O, and s. Ueno, ··po!ariutkm >M High f'reqwiru:y wavu and 
Their Oil'r)K.'tJMJ Finding," hot. J.R,E., Vol. 19, p. 2000, (19811-Bdttor. 
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Antipodal reception is: clearly possibk!, sincv it has been ohserv~ in 
the: past, at least f()t' hrnltOO hc\ll"E uf tiw day. Further, on theoretieal 
grounds its use as a standard pr<:oeedure seerns: promising, although 
several comph'henslve studies are needed. Thus, the number or hours 
per day during which N«ption is possible is not fully known, and it 1s 

un!'.ef't:Oin whether omnidirectional or directional antennas (pos;;;ibly 
roiatti.J during the counre of tht" day) ~ preferable; and whether 
fading M auroral a~ption is in reality a diffieulcy. The investiga
tiotts could indicate the potential of the m(1,hod and po:s.sibly determine 
what antenna improvenients would optimize the results. 

From the preceding discussions, it is clear tha.t in principle the anti
podal focu!!I may be uti!iz.ed to tffceive signals (in the range 15 kc/s to 
perhaps 60 mc}s) radiated within the spherical sht!ll bounded by the 
earth's surface and the ionosphere. In practice, however, the actual 
state or the bounding surfaces will tnfl.uence the inten$ity of the refraeted 
signal and the possibility of reeeption. Even if calculation!! are made, 
the .anticipated signal stnmgths may depart <>ppreciab!y from those 
later ex:perienced. 
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